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Most chat services only secure one network link at a time, using Transport Layer Security (TLS). For example, from my client to 
my server. For web applications that is su�icient. Each web connection only involves exactly one link. But for E-mail or Chat, there 
may be multiple links involved since there are intermediary servers in between. With link based security (e.g. TLS) each link is a 
separate issue, and the tra�ic is only secured while in transit between two nodes. It winds up in unprotected form on each inter-
mediary server. Even worse, there is no way to guarantee that all links are protected. 

When using secure chat, any encrypted message from the sender will be decrypted at the intermediary server when they reach 
the end of the link; before they are encrypted again and send to the recipients.  This vulnerability can compromise secure commu-
nication when hackers choose to attack into these intermediary servers to retrieve messages in plain text instead of hacking into 
the encryption.

Sixscape Communications is an info security software vendor which provides a security platform that automate the issuing and 
renewal of digital certs as a digital identity for each user and device.  Each cert consists of a public key and a private key.  The 
public key is a string of alphanumeric which is accessible publicly, while a private key is a string of alphanumeric which is securely 
kept and accessible by user as  digital identity.

Sixscape secure chat apps called SixChat uses the private and public keys for authentication and encryption.  Before a sender 
sends a secure chat message to the recipient, both of them must be authenticated to each other using their private keys.  Once 
they are authenticated, the sender will encrypt the message with the recipient public key so that only the recipient with his 
unique private key can decrypt the message.  When encrypted messages passed through intermediary servers, the messages 
will remain in encrypted format since the servers do not have the private key of the recipient to decrypt the message.  Upon arriv-
al, the recipient will use his private key in their digital cert to decrypt the message and read the secure message in plain text.  In 
this way, true secure communication is achieved as there is not an instant when messages will appear in plain text but will be 
encrypted End2End.   

Using SixChat, every message can be dynamically signed and encrypted before sending to the recipients.  If the signed message 
is intercepted by hackers, the recipient will detect that the message is not signed.  In this case, users can abandoned the chat and 
choose not to communicate further since secure communication is compromised.

SixChat is probably the first chat that works on both IPv4 and IPv6 internet.  When deployed over IPv6 internet which has 340 
trillion, trillion, trillion IP addresses, all users will have their own unique IPv6 address (unlike IPv4 internet, whose insu�icient IPv4 
addresses lead us to communicate via intermediary servers). Users will be able to connect to each other directly without going 
through any intermediary server, since every user has its own IPv6 address.  This enable secure End2End DIRECT communica-
tions which eliminate Man-in-the-Middle attack since each user will take the shortest path to communicate with each other.

SixChat comes in Windows desktop, Android and iOS 
mobile platforms to enable chat between desktop and 
mobile users.  The private key will be stored either in 
software token or hardware token such as Secure USB 
token, Smartcard, microSD cards, etc.  ServerSixchat user Sixchat userServer

Chat apps has become one of the key communications media in 
digital communications.  Over time, many chat apps have 
become an essential part of communications for users on a  daily 
basis.

Chat services currently available are not providing true End2End 
connectivity even though it seems to be.  Sender of chat services 
are basically connecting to the apps servers which will later 
redirect the message to the recipients using their unique chat ID .


